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Scottish independence - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scottish_independence
Scottish independence (Scots: Scots unthirldom; Scottish Gaelic: Neo-eisimeileachd
na h-Alba) is a political aim of various political parties, advocacy groups, and individuals
in Scotland (which is a country of the United Kingdom) for the country to become an
independent sovereign state.

News about Scotland Independence
bing.com/news

Sturgeon starts new route to Scottish
independence after â€¦
Reuters · 3d
ABERDEEN, Scotland (Reuters) - Scottish leader
Nicola Sturgeon says she will set out on a new route
towards independence this weekend, a strategy â€¦

Focus on winning over Scots to independence from UK, Sturgeon tells
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Focus on winning over Scots to independence from UK, Sturgeon tells
SNP
YAHOO! · 2d
ABERDEEN, Scotland (Reuters) - Scottish National Party supporters
should focus on how to increase support for the independence cause, â€¦

SNP report outlines new prospectus for Scottish independence
Al Jazeera English · 11d
Glasgow, Scotland - A fresh shot across the bows of British unionism
came in the form of the May publication of a Scottish National Party â€¦

Scottish independence | Politics | The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/politics/scottish-independence
Politics live with Andrew Sparrow SNP's economic plan for independence means
'decade of austerity', says Scottish Labour - Politics live

Is Scotland an Independent Country? - ThoughtCo
https://www.thoughtco.com/scotland-is-not-an-independent-country...
As you can see, Scotland is not an independent country or state, and neither are Wales,
Northern Ireland, or England itself. However, Scotland is most certainly a nation of â€¦

Scottish independence referendum, 2014 - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scottish_independence_referendum,_2014
Scottish independence referendum; Should Scotland be an independent country? This
article is part of a series on the politics and government of Scotland
History · Administration · Issues · Responses · Opinion polling · Voting

Referendum 2018 - Home | Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/referendum2018
Referendum 2018. 4,234 likes · 65 talking about this. The popular campaign to assert
Scotland's right of self-determination and secure another...

Scottish Independence - Financial Times
https://www.ft.com/stream/f6d345ef-1347-4ec4-b4c1-13d5c19e0cbd
We use cookies for a number of reasons, such as keeping FT Sites reliable and secure,
personalising content and ads, providing social media features and to analyse how our
Sites are used ...

Poll: Support for Scottish independence at 32% - The â€¦
https://www.scotsman.com/news/politics/poll-support-for-scottish...
What all voters want is for the SNP to stop banging on about independence and start
improving health and education.â€� Commenting on the poll results an SNP spokesman
said: "As this poll shows, people across Scotland are hungry for change - with half of
Scots in favour of Scotland gaining more powers.

Scotland still wants independence | UK | Al Jazeera
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/scotland-independence...
Thanks to austerity and Brexit, the Scottish independence idea is still alive.

Scottish independence is never off the table, Sturgeon ...
https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-scotland-independence/...
Scottish independence will never be off the table until it happens, Scottish First
Minister Nicola Sturgeon said on Monday.

Focus on winning over Scots to independence from UK ...
Reuters
2 days ago · Scottish National Party supporters should focus on how to increase support
for the independence cause, rather than on the timing of when Scotland might split from
the United Kingdom, SNP leader Nicola Sturgeon said on Saturday.

Scottish independence: What's going on in Scotland? -
BBC News
www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-scotland-politics-26550736
Why is Scotland having an independence referendum, what are the arguments for and
against, and do Scots actually want independence?
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